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Abstract
The sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model can be
used to generate responses to various input sen-
tences. However, these responses are often dull,
such as in the form of simple consent, which re-
duces people’s willingness to continue the dialogue
with a dialogue system. To overcome this limita-
tion, this work was aimed to develop meaningful
response generation methods, specifically, by (1)
combining multiple response generation modules
to the Seq2Seq model and (2) generating responses
by introducing randomness to the Seq2Seq model.
The results indicated that the adding randomness
method could generate satisfactorily meaningful re-
sponses, thereby improving the user engagement
with the dialogue systems.

1 Introduction
According to a survey of everyday conversational behavior
[Koiso et al., 2016], a large portion of ordinary conversations
consist of chats (about 60%) and business talks / consultations
(about 30%). This result indicates that when a robot interacts
with people verbally, it needs not only task-oriented dialogues
but also purposeless non-task-oriented dialogues. We expect
that if robots can perform chat dialogue, they will have more
interaction with humans and become more familiar.

In recent years, end-to-end neural conversation models
[Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015] have been success-
ful in generating responses fluently, but there are still many is-
sues to be solved in order to perform dialogues with high user
satisfaction. One of these issue is that a chat dialogue system
often generate meaningless responses. Many researchers are
studying solutions to this issue, and this is an unavoidable in
performing a dialogue.

Ghazvininejad et al. [Ghazvininejad et al., 2018] argues
that the cause of this issue is that a dialogue model can not
refer to an external knowledge. Therefore, they proposed a
model that combined dialogue history encoder and the Mem-
ory network [Sukhbaatar et al., 2015], which retains external
knowledge. In addition, Qin et al. [Qin et al., 2019] proposed
a new framework called Conversation with on-demand Ma-
chine Reading (CMR) that incorporates the Machine Reading
Comprehension (MRC) model into a dialogue model so that

external knowledge can be efficiently referenced.This allows
knowledge to be referenced even from unstructured text such
as web pages.

In addition to the method using external knowledge, a
method of adding diversity to a dialogue model has also been
proposed.Li et al. [Li et al., 2016] proposed a method for re-
ranking based on mutual information with dialogue history.
However, there is no diversity in the generated response can-
didates. To overcome this limitation, a dialogue model incor-
porated the Variational auto-encoder (VAE) model [Kingma
and Welling, 2014] or the Conditional VAE (CVAE) model is
proposed [Serban et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017].

In order to improve the concreteness of the response, an
approach that refers to external knowledge and an approach
that makes the response diverse are proposed, but it has not
been verified which method has an effect on the concreteness
of the response and can perform a dialogue with high user
satisfaction. in this study, we developed a method to combine
the Seq2Seq model with a response generation module hav-
ing a mechanism different from that of the Seq2Seq model.
Furthermore, we developed a method to generate various re-
sponses by adding randomness to the Seq2Seq model. Subse-
quently, we evaluated which of the methods, when employed
in a chat generation dialogue system, could output a response
that can make people want to continue the conversation. The
contributions of our paper are as follows:

• Propose a combination method of multiple response
generation module

• Add a randomness to the Seq2Seq model

• Compare these two methods from the viewpoint of the
willingness to continue chat with dialogue system

2 Related work
The winning bot of the Alexa Prize 2018, Gunrock [Chen
et al., 2018], can chat on various topics, owing to the use of
a large number of templates and multiple modules to gener-
ate responses on specific topics. However, in this approach,
the topics depend on the number of response generation mod-
ules. Therefore, it may not be possible to chat on topics other
than those pertaining to the installed modules. In contrast, a
chat dialogue system that uses a response generation method
based on the Seq2Seq model can generate responses on nearly
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all topics, and thus chats on a broader range of topics can be
performed.

Meguro et al. [Meguro et al., 2014] used the rule-based ut-
terance generation method and further employed the Seq2Seq
model to generate responses to the utterances not described
in the rules. This system could respond to any utterance.
However, because the response is mainly generated using the
rule-based utterance generation method, the chat can be per-
formed only on a specific topic. In an analogous manner, it is
expected that a chat dialogue system combining multiple re-
sponse generation methods but primarily using the Seq2Seq
model to generate responses can perform chats on various
topics.

The hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder (HRED) model
proposed by Serban et al. [Serban et al., 2016]can generate
responses by using the conversation history. Although this
method can generate responses taking into account the dia-
logue flow, the problem of generating many responses that
converge the dialogue still remains. To this end, Serban et
al. proposed a latent variable HRED (VHRED) model that
introduces randomness when generating the responses. The
HRED and Seq2Seq models tend to produce short responses,
whereas the VHRED models can produce long responses.
However, the response generated by adding randomness does
not always pertain to the conversation with the user, therefore,
it is necessary to compare this approach with other methods.

3 Problem definition
The system developed in this study generates the system re-
sponse Yt = (yt,1, . . . , yt,mt

), given a user utterance at time
t, Xt = (xt,1, xt,2, . . . , xt,nt

) and a dialogue history up to
time t, U = (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . , Xt−1, Yt−1).

Yt = f(Xt, U) (1)

Here, xt,i is the i th word of user utterance Xt, and yt,j
is the j word of system response Yt. In addition, nt and mt

indicate the number of words in the user utterance and system
response respectively. f(·) is a function that receives a user
utterance Xt and a dialogue history U and outputs the system
response Yt.

4 Approach
There are two potential causes for why the response generated
using the Seq2Seq model discourages people from continuing
the dialogue.

• The generated response does not contain sufficient con-
tent

• No diversity in response

If the response does not correspond to the content of the cur-
rent topic or the previous conversation, such as “That’s right”
or “Yeah,” it is difficult to continue the dialogue further. Fur-
thermore, if the same response is generated for an input sen-
tence with a similar meaning, people may become bored of
the dialogue.

Figure 1: Response generation with randomness

Figure 2: Chat dialogue system combining multiple response gener-
ation modules

To mitigate these problems, we propose two chat dialogue
systems, namely, System A, in which multiple response gen-
eration modules are combined, and System B, in which ran-
domness is introduced into the Seq2Seq model.

In particular, in System A, the response that is most suit-
able for the next response is selected considering the response
generated by the Seq2Seq model and the response generated
by another response generation method. Therefore, even if
the response generated by the Seq2Seq model does not con-
tain enough content, a more suitable response generated us-
ing another response generation module can be output. In
contrast, in System B, when generating the response using
the Seq2Seq model, the Seq2Seq model does not stick to the
response with the highest probability. It selects the response
according to the probability distribution. By generating a re-
sponse randomly among all the possible responses, it is possi-
ble to reduce the frequency of responses such as “yes”, which
drive dialogue toward convergence. In addition, by adding
randomness, it is possible to return different responses to sim-
ilar input sentences. Figure 1 shows an example of response
generation in system B.

4.1 System A: Combining multiple response
generation modules

In this section, we describe the chat dialogue system that
combines the response generation module based on the
Seq2Seq model, a knowledge module, an example-based
module, and a response selector. Figure 2 shows the system
structure.

The knowledge module uses templates to gener-
ate responses that include knowledge about the top-
ics. The response selector converts the user utter-
ance and system response up to time t into sentence
vectorsvX1

,vY1
,. . . ,vXt−1

,vYt−1
,vXt

, and generates a sen-
tence vector vYt

as the next system response from these
vectors. Using this sentence vector vYt

,the cosine similarity
is calculated from the outputs of the Seq2Seq module
(Yseq2seq) and example base module (YIRr and YIRs) The
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Figure 3: Knowledge module

Figure 4: Seq2Seq + Attention mechanism

module output with the highest similarity is used as the
system response.

f(Xt, U) =

{
YKB(if knowledge module is available)
arg max

p
cossim(vYt

,vp(Xt))(otherwise) (2)

p ∈ [YSeq2Seq(Xt), YIRr(Xt), YIRs(Xt)]

Knowledge module
The knowledge module uses the News API 1 to acquire news
articles related to the current topic in four categories: sports,
entertainment, economy, and health. The dependency struc-
ture is extracted from the news article obtained using the KNP
2, the knowledge is retained in a structured form, as shown in
Figure 3.

If there is an interrogative in the user’s utterance, and there
exists a corresponding answer in the knowledge acquired by
the knowledge module, a response is generated by using a
template. If no interrogative word is present in the user ut-
terance, or no corresponding knowledge is available, the re-
sponse is selected from the Seq2Seq module and the example-
based module, and the output of the knowledge module is not
considered.

Seq2Seq module
The Seq2Seq module generates responses by employing the
attention mechanism. Figure 4 shows the model of the

1https://newsapi.org/
2http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?KNP

Seq2Seq module. The encoder converts the input sentence
that is tokenized using JUMAN++ [Morita et al., 2015] into a
word vector using the Japanese pre-trained model of the bidi-
rectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT)
[Shibata et al., 2019]. The obtained word vector sequence is
input to the gated recurrent unit (GRU) in the order of bt,start,
bt,1, . . . , bt,nt

, bt,end.

bt,i = BERT (xt,i) (3)
encouti ,ht,i = GRU(bt,i,ht,i−1) (4)

Next, the symbol 〈START 〉 is input to the embedding
layer of the decoder. The context vector Context Vector (CV)
is calculated by employing the following equation using the
output Encout = (encout1 , encout2 , . . . , encoutnt

) from the
encoder and hidden state h′

t,j of the GRU in the decoder. The
function S(·) calculates the degree of association between the
hidden state h′

t,j of the GRU and the output encouts of the
encoder.

at,i =
exp(S(h′

t,j , encouti))
nt∑

s=1

exp (S(h′
t,j , encouts))

(5)

S(h′
t,j , encouts) = Va(tanh(W1 ∗ encouts (6)

+W2 ∗ h′
t,j))

CV =

nt∑

i=1

(at,i ∗ encouti) (7)

Subsequently, the decoder inputs et,j from the embedding
layer to the GRU and combines the output of the GRU with
the CV . The dense layer transforms the connected vector,
and the word with the highest probability is acquired.

et,j = Embedding(yt,j) (8)

decoutj ,h
′
t,j = GRU(et,j ,h

′
t,j−1) (9)

yt,j = arg max
y∈V ocab

Dense([CV : decoutj ]) (10)

YSeq2Seq(Xt) = [yt,1, yt,2, . . . , yt,mt ] (11)

Example-based module
In the example-based module, a sentence suitable for the next
response is searched and output based on the IR-response and
IR-status of Ritter [Ritter et al., 2011] from the conversation
data different from that pertaining to the Seq2Seq module.
The utterance Si and the response Tj in the dialogue data are
converted into sentence vectors using BERT.

vSi
= BERT (Si) (12)

vTj = BERT (Tj) (13)

The input sentence Xt is converted into a sentence vector
by using BERT, and the utterance with the highest similarity
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Figure 5: Response selector

with the response T = (T1, T2, . . . , Tend) of the conversation
data is output from the example base moduleYIRr.

vXt
= BERT (Xt) (14)

YIRr(Xt) = arg max
Ti∈T

cossim(vTj ,vXt) (15)

Next, the similarity between the utterance S =
(S1, S2, . . . , Send) of the dialogue data and the input sentence
Xt is calculated, and the response for the next utterance hav-
ing the highest similarity is set as the output YIRs. of the
example base module.

Sj = arg max
Sj∈S

cossim(vSj
,vXt

) (16)

YIRs(Xt) = Tj+1 (17)

Response selector
Figure 5 shows the structure of the response selector. The
user utterance and the system response up to time t − 1 are
converted into sentence vectors by using BERT.

vXi
= BERT (Xi) (18)

vYj
= BERT (Yj) (19)

The obtained sentence vectors are input to the GRU in the
order of vX1

,vY1
,. . . ,vYt−1

. When the sentence vector vXt

of the user utterance is obtained at time t, vXt
is input to the

GRU to generate vYt
. which is a sentence vector considering

the context of the user utterance up to time t.

vYt ,h
′
xt = GRU(vXt ,h

′
Yt−1) (20)

4.2 System B: Adding randomness to the Seq2Seq
model

The VHRED model generates a context-aware vector ct using
all the dialogue histories and generates a response from ct.
However, not all the dialogue histories are considered to be
related to the next response. If the topic changes during a
dialogue, an unrelated dialogue history may be present.

Therefore, in the method pertaining to System B, a sen-
tence related to the input sentence is extracted from the di-
alogue history, and ct is generated from the sentence. The
obtained ct is input to the variational autoencoder (VAE) to
generate a latent variable Z. The generated Z is input to the
decoder to generate a response. Figure 6 shows the model
structure.

Figure 6: Variational Autoencoder + Seq2Seq

Encoder
The encoder inputs the input sentence to the BERT and con-
verts it to a word vector.

bxt,CLS
, bxt,1

, . . . , bxt,nt
= BERT (xt,1, xt,2, . . . , xt,nt

) (21)

Of the obtained sequences, bxt,CLS
contains all the infor-

mation of the input sentence. bxt,CLS
is input to the dialogue

memory as a sentence vector of the input sentence Xt, and
the remaining sequence is used when generating the ct.

Dialogue Memory
The dialogue memory stores the sentence vectors of the user
utterance and system response up to time t− 1.

D = (bx1,CLS
, by1,CLS

, . . . , bxt−1,CLS
, byt−1,CLS

) (22)

When the sentence vector bxt,CLS
of the input sentence Xt

is input at time t, The context-aware vector ct is generated
from the sentence vector and boldmath bxt,CLS

stored in the
dialogue memory.

al =
exp(S(bxt,CLS

, bx,yl,CLS
))

t∑

s=1

exp (S(bxt,CLS
, bx,ys,CLS

))

(23)

S(bxt,CLS
, bx,yr,CLS

) = Va(tanh(W1 ∗ bxt,CLS
(24)

+W2 ∗ bx,yr,CLS
))

ct =

t∑

l=1

(al ∗ bx,yl,CLS
) (25)

Variational Autoencoder
The VAE generates a latent variable Z from the ct.

µprior = Prior µ(ct) (26)
σprior = Prior σ(ct) (27)

ε ∼ N(0, 1) (28)
Z = µprior + ε ∗ σprior (29)

Where ε is a value randomly extracted from the standard nor-
mal distribution. The randomness of the latent variable Z is
determined considering the randomness of ε.

At the time of learning, the Kullback–Leibler distance
DKL(Pθ||Qφ), which is the difference between the probabil-
ity distribution Pθ(Z|ct) of Z generated from the ct and the
probability distribution Qφ(Z|byt,CLS

) of Z generated from
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the sentence vector byt,CLS
of the system response Yt, is min-

imized.

µposterior = Posterior µ(byt,CLS
) (30)

σposterior = Posterior σ(byt,CLS
) (31)

Pθ(Z|ct) = N(µprior, σprior) (32)
Qφ(Z|byt,CLS

) = N(µposterior, σposterior) (33)

DKL(Pθ||Qφ) =

∫

z

Pθ(Z) log
Pθ(Z)

Qφ(Z)
dz (34)

Decoder
In the decoder, the initial state is a vector that combines ct
and Z. The word yt,j−1 is input to the embedding layer, and
word vector et,j−1 is generated.

et,j = Embedding(yt,j−1) (35)

The word vector et,j is input to the GRU.

decoutj , h̃j = GRU([Z : et,j ], h̃j−1) (36)

CV is generated from the hidden state h̃j of the GRU and
the outputs bxt,1 , bxt,2 , . . . , bxt,nt

of the encoder.

aj,u =
exp(S(h̃j , bxt,u

))
nt∑

s=1

exp (S(h̃j , bxt,s))

(37)

S(h̃j , bxt,u
) = Va(tanh(W1 ∗ h̃j +W2 ∗ bxt,u

))(38)

CV =

nt∑

u=1

(aj,u ∗ bxt,u) (39)

Finally, CV and decoutj are input to the dense layer, and
the word with the highest probability is output.

yt,j = arg max
y∈V ocab

Dense([decoutj : CV ]) (40)

f(Xt, U) = (yt,1, yt,2, . . . , yt,mt
, END) (41)

END is a symbol indicating the end of the response sen-
tence.

5 Experiment
Experiments were performed using three chat dialogue sys-
tems, namely, System A, System B, and a baseline sys-
tem. The baseline system generates the response using the
Seq2Seq model only. The objective was to determine the sys-
tem that could generate responses to improve the user’s will-
ingness to continue the dialogue with the system.

Score (SW )
System A 0.111
System B 0.689
Baseline 0.622

Table 1: Scores that indicate which dialogue systems are generating
a response that is more likely to continue the dialogue

5.1 Data set
A chat dialogue corpus [Higashinaka and Funakoshi, 2014]
developed for the dialogue breakdown detection challenge
was used in the experiments. The chat dialogue corpus con-
tains 1696 conversations with 21 utterances per conversa-
tion (system: 11 utterances, user: 10 utterances). Among
these conversations, 1357 conversations were used for learn-
ing, 170 conversations were used for the verification, and 169
conversations were used for the evaluation.

The data used in the example base module of System A
involved 30,000 pairs of Tweet and Reply points collected
using the Twitter API 3.

5.2 Experimental method
Seven consecutive utterances (system: 4 utterances, user: 3
utterances) were extracted from the dialogue data for verifi-
cation as one set, and the dialogue system predicted the eighth
utterance (user’s fourth utterance). The predicted system re-
sponses were manually ranked in the order in which the di-
alogue seemed to continue after the system response. The
same ranking is allowed only when exactly the same response
is generated.

The created verification data consisted of 100 sets. The
evaluation was performed for 20 sets per the subject, and the
evaluation was done by 15 subjects.

5.3 Evaluation method
In this experiment, the subject i has ranked 20 sets for each
system. To obtain the rank of each system given by the sub-
ject i, the most frequent rank in 20 sets for each system rW.i
is assigned as the rank of the system W. Here, i is the i th
subject among 15 subjects, and rW,i is the rank assigned to
the system W by the subject i.

When the system W is evaluated as being the rW,i-th place
by the subject i, the score SW of the system W can be calcu-
lated using the following formula.

SW =

15∑

i=1

G(rW,i)

15G(1)
(42)

G(z) = 23−z − 1 (43)

5.4 Result
The results of calculating the scores for each system are
shown in Table 1. It indicates that System B generates a re-
sponse to improve the user’s willingness to continue the dia-
logue with the system. The reason is that a response including

3https://developer.twitter.com/en.html
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Context Generated responses
U : I’m fine now.
S : Prevention of heat stroke is important. Baseline: What?
U : You have to be careful about summer heat. System A: Oh yeah.
S : Summer heat is hard System B: Yes, do you need heat stroke

countermeasures?
U : Should I go to the sea from the morning if I go.
S: It is fun to play in the sea. Baseline: No plans at the moment.
U: I agree. Do you often swim in the sea? System A: Oh yeah.
S: I love swimming in the sea System B: Swimming in the sea feels

good.
U : There are many moon jellyfish.
S : Do you often see jellyfish in the aquarium? Baseline: Is it meat?
U : Last time, I saw it at the Sunshine Aquarium in Tokyo System A: Good morning.
S: You love jellyfish. System B: Yes, everyone’s illumination

was beautiful.

Table 2: An example of response generation

a content word is generated instead of a response that leads to
the convergence of the dialogue. In addition, even if the con-
tent word in the response does not correspond to the content
of the current topic, it is easier to continue the dialogue than a
short response that leads to the convergence of the dialogue.
An example of response generation is shown in Table 2.

The reason why System A was much lower than the base-
line was considered that the response selector tended to se-
lect short responses. Thus, the response, including enough
content from other response generators, is not selected.

In addition, the Chi-square test using Kendall’s coefficient
of concordance was performed to show the validity of ranking
assigned by 15 subjects. The null hypothesis H0 and alterna-
tive hypothesis H1 are as follows;
H0: No rank match among subjects
H1: There is a match among subjects
As a result, p = 0.0015. Thus, at a significance level of 5%,
the null hypothesis was rejected, indicating that there was a
ranking match among 15 subjects.

6 Conclusion
In this study, we work the problem that the response gener-
ated using the Seq2Seq model discourages people from con-
tinuing the dialogue. We developed two methods: combin-
ing multiple response generations and adding randomness to
the Seq2Seq model. Comparing the two methods, we found
that the dialogue system adding randomness to the Seq2Seq
model can generate a response that improves the user’s will-
ingness to continue the dialogue with the system.

However, such a response is not always generated. Due
to added randomness, a response that is not relevant to the
current topic may be generated. Thus, in future research, we
aimed that the Seq2Seq can always generate a response, in-
cluding sufficient content and diversity.
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